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SPECIFICATION

Ultrasonic Nebulizer Mini 

  

 

With modern micromembrane technology (MESH).

Compact and handy ultrasound inhalation device with great nebulisation performance. Whether at home or on the go,
the portable mini inhalation device fits in any pocket. With just one push of a button, the device is fully ready for use and
ensures optimal nebulisation of the inhalation. The inhaler also works extremely quietly, even during the night you don't
have to worry about waking up your partner or family while inhaling.

The state-of-the-art MESH micromembrane technology atomises the inhalate into the finest droplets and is perfectly
suitable for adults and also for children. The nebuliser temperature can be easily regulated by filling with warm, hot or
cold water.

Included in delivery:

Mini inhalation device including mouthpiece, one inhalation mask each with connection adapter for children and adults,
USB power cable unit and operating instructions.

Product specifications

Whisper-quiet operation
Suitable for almost all commercially available oil-free inhalation solutions
Removable container for easy cleaning
Optimal hygiene due to boilable mouthpieces
Integrated automatic switch-off and self-cleaning function
Battery status display

Technical data

Nebuliser capacity:	0.2 ml/min
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Droplet size:	
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SPECIFICATION

Ultrasonic Nebulizer Mini

Type PZN REF Unit

ultrasound Nebulizer Mini E5 812 1 piece
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Product REF Quantity Unit price Total

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

  

 plus tax

 

 
  
Personal details:

Customer number:

Company:

First name: Last name:

E-mail:

Street, street#:

Postal code, city:

   
I hereby place a binding order:

  
Company stamp / Address

__________________________________________
Date / Sign

You are ordering under our terms and conditions, our valid terms and conditions
can be found at https://www.servoprax.de/en/terms-and-conditions/
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